
Create your own lamp by sewing the candy 
shades together with an oversized sewing 
needle.

Use your remote with 
controlable dimmer to 
set the mood.

HERE'S THE STORY
Candyofnie is originated from a childish 
simple principle: threading beads! 
Creating something with Fatboys’ candy 
is just as playful and addictive as working 
with beads. However, this time the fi nal 
product is not jewellery, but a beautiful 
and surprising lamp!

ABOUT CANDYOFNIE
With 8 different shapes available in 11 
colours, this lamp offers endless combinations. 
Endless means something like a trillion.
options. (This is NOT a joke.)

CANDYOFNIE

You can place the 
Fatboy logo on the 
wire using the clip-on 
mechanism. It’s okay 
if you don’t, you're 
still a Fatboy friend!



DARK BROWN

AVAILABLE COLOURS

RASPBERRY YELLOW

EMERALD RED

DARK GREY

BLUEGREEN

TAUPELIGHT BLUELIGHT GREEN

PURPLE

CANDYOFNIE

CANDYOFNIE FACTS
H= 180 CM (cable)
W= 30 CM (max)

Material outer
PLASTIC

LED Kelvin
2700

Weight product
0.5 KG (without shapes)

Dimensions product
H= 180 CM (cable)
W= 30 CM (max)

Dimensions packaging (LxWxH)
The size of packaging 
depends on the choice 
and quantity of your 
favourite candy

Weight product+packaging
Electric parts and inner box 0.5 KG.  
Other weights depend on choice 
and quantity

User recommendations
•  Do not use chemical cleaning 

products
•  Remote control and lamp need to 

be paired, follow the instruction in 
the manual

•   Due to the integrated dimmer,  
the lamp cannot be used in combi-
nation with an external dimmer 

Watt
4 WATT

Cleaning Instructions
Wipe clean with a soft and moist cloth or 
water and soap (with power switched off) 
 
Batchnumber
On white sticker inside the ceiling cap 
 
Features 
•  Beading your own lampshade
•  Combine several shapes and colours up  

to 3.637.682.549.757.080 possibilities!
•  Replaceable Fatboy lightbulb included  

(contact your local dealer or fatboy.com 
for replaceables)

•  Controllable with radio frequency remote 
control and continuously dimmable

•  Radio frequency remote reaches up to 10 m
• 2 colours of ceiling kits included INDOOR

see other side for all shapes 
and article numbers

And this is just one of 
3.637.682.549.757.080

possibilities.

COLLECT THEM ALL!

8 SHAPES, 11 COLOURS,
UNLIMITED COMBINATIONS

Add shapes to create your 
very own unique lamp



CANDYOFNIE

800.4050.A1 candy A light green 
800.4050.A2 candy A light blue 
800.4050.A3 candy A raspberry 
800.4050.A4 candy A taupe 
800.4050.A5 candy A yellow 
800.4050.A6 candy A dark grey 
800.4050.A7 candy A purple 
800.4050.A8 candy A green 
800.4050.A9 candy A dark brown 
800.4050.A10 candy A emerald red 
800.4050.A11 candy A blue 

800.4050.B1 candy B light green 
800.4050.B2 candy B light blue 
800.4050.B3 candy B raspberry 
800.4050.B4 candy B taupe 
800.4050.B5 candy B yellow 
800.4050.B6 candy B dark grey 
800.4050.B7 candy B purple 
800.4050.B8 candy B green 
800.4050.B9 candy B dark brown 
800.4050.B10 candy B emerald red 
800.4050.B11 candy B blue 

800.4050.C1 candy C light green 
800.4050.C2 candy C light blue 
800.4050.C3 candy C raspberry 
800.4050.C4 candy C taupe 
800.4050.C5 candy C yellow 
800.4050.C6 candy C dark grey 
800.4050.C7 candy C purple 
800.4050.C8 candy C green 
800.4050.C9 candy C dark brown 
800.4050.C10 candy C emerald red 
800.4050.C11 candy C blue 

800.4050.D1 candy D light green 
800.4050.D2 candy D light blue 
800.4050.D3 candy D raspberry 
800.4050.D4 candy D taupe 
800.4050.D5 candy D yellow 
800.4050.D6 candy D dark grey 
800.4050.D7 candy D purple 
800.4050.D8 candy D green 
800.4050.D9 candy D dark brown 
800.4050.D10 candy D emerald red 
800.4050.D11 candy D blue 

800.4050.E1 candy E light green 
800.4050.E2 candy E light blue 
800.4050.E3 candy E raspberry 
800.4050.E4 candy E taupe 
800.4050.E5 candy E yellow 
800.4050.E6 candy E dark grey 
800.4050.E7 candy E purple 
800.4050.E8 candy E green 
800.4050.E9 candy E dark brown 
800.4050.E10 candy E emerald red 
800.4050.E11 candy E blue 

ARTICLE NUMBERS

800.4050.F1 candy F light green 
800.4050.F2 candy F light blue 
800.4050.F3 candy F raspberry 
800.4050.F4 candy F taupe 
800.4050.F5 candy F yellow 
800.4050.F6 candy F dark grey 
800.4050.F7 candy F purple 
800.4050.F8 candy F green 
800.4050.F9 candy F dark brown 
800.4050.F10 candy F emerald red 
800.4050.F11 candy F blue 

800.4050.G1 candy G light green 
800.4050.G2 candy G light blue 
800.4050.G3 candy G raspberry 
800.4050.G4 candy G taupe 
800.4050.G5 candy G yellow 
800.4050.G6 candy G dark grey 
800.4050.G7 candy G purple 
800.4050.G8 candy G green 
800.4050.G9 candy G dark brown 
800.4050.G10 candy G emerald red 
800.4050.G11 candy G blue 

800.4050.H1 candy H light green 
800.4050.H2 candy H light blue 
800.4050.H3 candy H raspberry 
800.4050.H4 candy H taupe 
800.4050.H5 candy H yellow 
800.4050.H6 candy H dark grey 
800.4050.H7 candy H purple 
800.4050.H8 candy H green 
800.4050.H9 candy H dark brown 
800.4050.H10 candy H emerald red 
800.4050.H11 candy H blue 

ASSORTI SETS

900.4050.3 Fatboy® candyofnie assorti set for 3 candies
900.4050.4 Fatboy® candyofnie assorti set for 4 candies
900.4050.5 Fatboy® candyofnie assorti set for 5 candies
900.4050.6 Fatboy® candyofnie assorti set for 6 candies
900.4050.7 Fatboy® candyofnie assorti set for 7 candies
900.4050.8 Fatboy® candyofnie assorti set for 8 candies
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